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Introduction

J TLV is a computer-aided verification scripting environment offering state-of-the-art Integrated Developer Environment for algorithmic verification applications. J TLV may be
viewed as a new, and much enhanced T LV [18], with Java (rather than T LV-basic) as the
scripting language. J TLV attaches its internal parsers as an Eclipse editor, and facilitates
a rich, common, and abstract verification developer environment that is implemented as
an Eclipse plugin.
J TLV allows for easy access to various (low-level) B DD packages with a (high-level)
Java programming environment, without the need to alter, or even access, the implementation of the underlying B DD packages. It allows for the manipulation and on-thefly creation of B DD structures originating from various B DD packages, whether existing
ones or user-defined ones. In fact, the developer can instantiate several B DD managers,
and alternate between them during run-time (of a single application) so to gain their
combined benefits.
Through the high-level API the developer can load into the Java code several (SMV-like)
modules representing programs and specification files, and directly access their components. The developer can also procedurally construct such modules and specifications,
which enables loading various data structures (e.g., statecharts, L SCs, and automata)
and compile them into modules.
J TLV offers users the advantages of the numerous tools developed by Java’s ecosystem (e.g., debuggers, performance tools, etc.). Moreover, J TLV developers are able to
introduce software methodologies such as multi-threading, object oriented design for
verification algorithms, and reuse of implementations.
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J TLV: Architecture

J TLV, described in Fig. 1, is composed of three main components, the API, the Eclipse
Interface, and the Core.
?
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J TLV homepage: http://jtlv.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 1. J TLV Architecture.
API. In the following we present a set of sample functionalities. An exhaustive list of
the API is in [20]
– T LV-like [18] ability to procedurally create and manipulate B DD’s on-the-fly, a
useful feature when dealing with abstractions and refinements ([1]);
– seamlessly alternate B DD packages at run-time (due to the factory design pattern
[22]);
– save (and load) B DDs to (and from) the file system;
– load modules written in NuSMV-like language enriched with Cadence SMV-like
parsing of loops and arrays of processes;
– procedurally access module’s fields as well as its B DD’s;
– perform basic functionalities on a module, e.g., compute successors or predecessors, feasible states, shortest paths from one state to another, etc.;
– procedurally create new modules and add, remove, and manipulate fields ;
– load temporal logic specification files;
– procedurally create and access the specification objects.
J TLV supports threads, that are Java native threads coupled with dedicated B DD memory managers. Each thread can execute freely, without dependencies or synchronization
with other threads. To allow for B DD-communication among threads, J TLV provides a
low-level procedure that copies B DDs from one B DD manager into another. Our experience has shown that for applications that accommodate compositionality, execution
using threads outperforms its sequential counterparts.
Assisted by the API, the user can implement numerous types of verification algorithms,
some mentioned in the next section. It also contains the OpenVDL (Open Verification
Developer Library), which is a collection of known implementations enabling their
reuse.
Eclipse User Interface. Porting the necessary infrastructure into Java enables plugging
J TLV into Eclipse, which in turn facilitates rich new editors to module and specification
languages. See Appedix B for snapshots. A new J TLV project automatically plugs-in
all libraries. J TLV project introduces new builders that take advantage of the underlying
parsers, and connects them to these designated new editors.
Core. The core component encapsulates the B DD implementation and parses the modules and specifications. Through the JAVA -B DD ([22]) factory design pattern, a developer can use a variety of B DD packages (e.g., CUDD [21], BUDDY [14], and CAL [19]),

or design a new one. This also allows for the development of an application regardless
of the B DD package used. In fact, the developer can alternate B DD packages during
run-time of a single application. The encapsulation of the memory management system allows J TLV to easily instantiate numerous B DD managers so to gain the combined
benefits of several B DD packages simultaneously. This is enabled by APIs that allow for
translations among B DD’s generated by different packages, so that one can apply the
functionality of a B DD-package on a B DD generated by another package.
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Conclusion, Related, and Future Work

We introduced J TLV, a scripting environment for developing algorithmic verification applications. J TLV is not a dedicated model checker (e.g. [2,13,10]) – its goal is to provide
for a convenient development environment, and thus cannot be compared to particular
model checkers. Yet, our implementation of invariance checking at times outperforms
similar computations in such model checkers (see Table 1). Appendices A and B include
screen shots obtained from some simple examples of work with J TLV.
Check Invariant

Muxsem 56

Bakery 7

Szymanski 6

JTLV
TLV
NuSMV
Cadence SMV

11
21.4
18.1
24.6

39.9
36.2
37.8
53.6

34.4
19
19.4
36.7

Table 1. Performance results (in sec.) of J TLV, compared to other model checkers.
We are happy to report that J TLV already has a small, and avid, user community, including researchers from Imperial College London [15], New York University [5,4,6],
Bell Labs Alcatel-Lucent [5,4,6], Weizmann Institute [8,9], Microsoft Research Cambridge, RWTH-Aachen, California Institute of Technology [24,23], GRASP Laboratory University of Pennsylvania [7], and University of California Los Angeles. In these
works J TLV is applied to: Streett and Rabin Games; Synthesis of GR(k) specifications;
Compositional multi-theaded model checking; Compositional LTL model checking;
Automata representation of L SCs and Statecharts; Synthesis of L SCs and of hybrid
controllers.
The J TLV library (see [20]) already includes numerous model checking applications, including LTL and CTL * model checking [12], fair-simulation [11], a synthesis algorithm
[17], Streett and Rabin games [16], compositional model checking ([3]), and compositional multi threaded model checking [6]. The API can also facilitate the reduction of
other models into the verification framework (see, e.g., [8] where L SCs are reduced to
automata).
We are currently developing a new thread-safe B DD package to allow concurrent access
from multiple clients. Integrating a thread-safe B DD package into J TLV will entail a
new methodology, which will streamline the development of multi-threaded symbolic

algorithms. This calls for an in-depth overview of many symbolic applications. We are
also in the process of developing new interfaces to non-B DD managers (e.g. S AT and
Q BF solvers).
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A
A.1

Simple Examples
Invariant Property

Fig. 2 presents a simple J TLV application (somewhat cramped, to fit paper format).
The preamble declares that this application uses CUDD ([21]). The first part loads
muxsem4.smv (a simple mutual exclusion with semaphores protocol) and retrieves
a Module m, which is a pure Java object representing main. The second part loads a
“specification file” muxsem4.spc (the mutual exclusion property of the SMV code)
and stores the first Spec object in spc. The third part retrieves the B DD representing
the initial states of m and computes the reachable states with a simple fixpoint calculation. The fourth part performs the final test m cannot reach a state that violates spc.
(J TLV have an API method that can be used to perform invariance testing.)

Fig. 2. J TLV reachable application.

A.2

Simulation Relation

Fig. 3 presents a simple J TLV application that takes two modules As and Cs, and the
correlation between their states expressed by a B DD (cor). The code first refines the
correlation to express the closure of the set of states that are “winning” for As. This
is accomplished by computing the maximal fixpoint of the set of states (abstract and
concrete) where every concrete step implies the existence of a matching abstract step.
The latter is computed by the procedure step, where, formally:

[[step (As, Cs, ϕ)]] =

s∈Σ

∀x0 , (s, x0 ) |= ρCs → ∃y 0 s.t. (s, x0 , y 0 ) |= ρAs
and (x0 , y 0 ) ∈ [[ϕ]]



The second part checks that for every initial concrete state there is a matching abstract
state. (As a matter of fact, the code can be replaced by a single call to an API method
that tests for simulation.)

Fig. 3. J TLV simulation application.

B

Eclipse Editors

In the following Fig. 4 we present the SMV and specifications editors. Note the error
indicators in both editors.

Fig. 4. SMV and specification editors, both indicating errors.

